Abstract. The traditional PLL (Phase-locked loop) is used to track the GPS signal carrier. However, an unavoidable contradiction between the bandwidth of PLL and the measurement accuracy occurs when PLL works in a high dynamic situation. Consequently some solutions have been studied since 1980s, which can be divided into two categories, namely with or without the aid of external data. The latter is always easy to realize and much cheaper. This thesis presents a review of the pure carrier tracking algorithms with no external aided data. And then examines various problems associated with these algorithms. Finally a corresponding comparison is made and a conclusion of these algorithms is given.
Introduction
The carrier phase measurements directly affect the accuracy of positioning applications. Therefore high accuracy measurements are necessary. But when there is a high dynamic situation, traditional PLL can't work well or even loss lock. Thus bad measurements of carrier phase obtained. Specifically, the reason is if PLL wants to track the carrier in a high dynamic situation, the wider bandwidth of the loop is needed. Hence more noise will pass through the loop filter, go into the VCO and will subsequently affect the tracking performance. According to the conflict between the bandwidth of PLL and the measurement accuracy, the key to improve the performance of tracking carriers is to find a compromised way to reach a balance or utilize new methods to solve this problem in some degree.
Previous Algorithms Proposed by JPL
In the early 1980s, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) pioneered the development of high dynamic parameter estimation algorithms for GPS receivers and related applications [1] . They began in 1983 when JPL received a contract from the GPS Range Application Joint Program Office (RAJPO) to validate a proposed concept for tracking high dynamic vehicles without the use of inertial aiding. Five years later, they finished the research and proposed several algorithms which can be divided into three categories, namely the maximum likelihood estimation algorithm (MLE), the extended Kalman filter algorithm (EKF) and the automatic frequency control loop algorithm (AFC). All of the algorithms are embedded in the tracking loop. Here is a brief introduction of the algorithms above.
The GPS signal model can be described as:
where A is receipt signal amplitude， ( ) C  is a pseudo code signal with a value of 1  and a rate of R .
Time delay related to GPS system is w obtained via the maximization [2] . Namely maximize (2):
therefore the estimation   and  d  obtained.
EKF.
Extended Kalman filter is a suboptimal estimator. This algorithm as follows: Receipt signal can be expressed as
k is the discrete time series, ( ) k  is the phase of receipt signal at time k , A is receipt signal
is state vector. Then the state vector for a fourth order extended Kalman filter can be described as
are respectively the first order derivative , the second order derivative and the third order derivative of ( ) k  .
Then make Taylor series expansion of ( ) k
According to (4) and (5), the result is 
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Q is the covariance matrix of ( ) k v  . Here define R as the covariance matrix of ( ) n k  , ( ) n k  here is Gaussian white noise sequences.
Finally calculate extended Kalman filter equations by above-mentioned expressions:
 here is a weight coefficient which determines the convergence of EKF.
AFC. There are three kinds of Automatic Frequency Control loop: Cross-Product Automatic Frequency Control loop (CPAFC), Overlapping DFT-based AFC (ODAFC) and Frequency Extended Kalman Filter (FEKF) [3] .
where ( ) I k and ( ) Q k is the in-phase and orthogonal component of signal. After passing CPAFC loop:
The process of cross-product can be realized by 2-point DFT. When use N-point DFT, the work of discriminator can be finished simultaneously. But the output is error value, thus no accurate estimation of frequency obtained.
(c) FEKF
Both the ODAFC and FEKF can be thought of as a generalization and improvement of the so called "Quadri-Correlator". The ODAFC creates a superior discriminator characteristic, whereas the FEKF provides a superior loop filter. The formulas are as follows:
According to (15), and the cross-product is performed in order to remove the phase from the samples:
( ) ( )( 1 ) ( ) ( 1 )
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Therefore the differential phase at time k is defined by
where ( ) v k is a disturbance term that models the random changes in parameters due to dynamics, and Φ denotes the state transition matrix. Then the state ( )
where
The measurement equations of second order FEKF as follows
is the measurement noise vector. Make Taylor series expansion of ( ) k
According to (9) ~ (14), finally the estimations of ( ) k
Then the filtered estimation value will adjust VCO to track the carrier.
COMPARISON RESULTS.
These algorithms mentioned above were tested in an environment which simulates the high dynamics and low carrier signal-to-noise (CNR) by JPL. Here are the results, which have been analyzed and then organized in order, as shown in 
Further Developments of Carrier Tracking Algorithms
The proposed algorithms come from JPL provide inspiration for the further research. These algorithms present different improvements on tracking loops. Therefore scholars focus on the fundamental principles of tracking loops and then a series of fantastic ideas come out.
According to the test results given by JPL, EKF is the focus of their research. EKF is not only easy to realize but also perform well in simulations. The results from JPL show that performances of MLE and EKF are better than the other algorithms. But MLE is computational intensive. Therefore EKF has a good prospect.
As mentioned early in the thesis, all of the algorithms with no external aided data are embedded in the loop. A question here is what role these algorithms play in the loop. The traditional loop consists of three components which are discriminator, loop filter and voltage control oscillator. Algorithms proposed by JPL assist the VCO in the loop, providing VCO a more accurate adjustment. The traditional components of PLL are still there. With the assistance of algorithm, the performance is better. These PLL can be called the enhanced PLL. But how about directly change the traditional components? Then some people proposed another way. That is replacing the traditional components with algorithms, which can also own a better performance. Consequently this kind of PLL can be called improved PLL.
Since 1990s, a lot of algorithms are proposed to get more accurate measurements from PLL. Generally, these algorithms can be divided into two mentioned categories, namely the enhanced PLL and the improved PLL.
Firstly, the model of enhanced PLL is shown in figure 1 . Fig. 1 Model of enhanced PLL
In figure 1 , there are three special parts in the tracking loop, which are labeled with A, B and C. Each one is fixed before a component of standard PLL. Therefore some algorithms can be utilized in A, B or C. When used in A, that means assist to provide less noise information to discriminator. When used in B, that means assist to provide better measurements from discriminator. When used in C, that means assist to provide better measurements from loop filter. Hence the enhanced PLL aims at enhancing the function of every component by utilizing algorithms. Secondly, the model of improved PLL is shown in figure 2.
Fig. 2 Model of improved PLL
In figure 2 , there are also three parts which are labeled with A, B and C. The difference is they are used to replace the traditional part with algorithms. Consequently the algorithms do the same thing as the traditional components do, but will do better. Therefore the improved PLL can track carriers better.
Both the enhanced PLL and improved PLL still have three parts as the traditional PLL, but they perform better. One reason is when algorithms join in, especially the Kalman filter algorithms, which cannot only provide better measurements but also bring an adaptive bandwidth. Therefore the mentioned conflict between the bandwidth of PLL and the measurement accuracy will get better in some degree.
On the basis of the enhanced PLL and improved PLL, algorithms have been through a blooming developing time. Although the test results from JPL present that MLE and EKF is better, the combination of the UKF and CPAFC also performs well [4] , where the EKF is replaced with UKF. The combination of MLE and KF also show good performance [5] . Meanwhile some advanced algorithms are adopted, for example, the combination of Extended Kalman filter algorithm and Particle filter algorithm [6] .
Summary
There is a great variety of algorithms based on enhanced PLL and improved PLL. Although some of them is theoretical better than the others, like unscented Kalman filter and particle filter. When utilized in practical, the selection of parameters cannot be ignored. Even the small change of the parameters will affect performance of the loop. Most of the cases indicate if the parameters tuned well, the performance will be satisfactory, otherwise will be bad [7] . Therefore which algorithm is relatively better, it needs a number of experiments. In future works, a research on how to choose the parameters is needed. When an algorithm really performs better in practical, it should be utilize in the loop. Thus the performance of PLL can make a great progress.
